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I live in the town Fernvale Qld .disgusting how you treat our environment of Australia like you 
are letting all our wildlife in the area to suffer for your greed we have enough in Australia .all of 
this has blown my mind of what's happen to the rivers it looks disgusting and it never was 
disgusting .i think you are lacking on information to the public and no support for the pepole in 
them towns .really shows you don't care what's down stream this is something Hitler would do . 
people had to donate water for 6 months to wilcania that's mind blowing and were in Australia 
.I'm a dumb person and this seems stupid to me all it seem like is wreck the environment for 
money terrible ideals you need to care for all community's doesn't matter on the size of this is 
how you treat them what's going to stop our government from doing this to all remote areas that 
need the water to replenish the rivers water needs to flow for there to be life no life in the 
ecosystem obviously Meena no great life for them small remote areas .how can this continue and 
also the land for the flora and fauna has decrease dramatically .how stupid is that a town that's 
lived of the river has to get water donated from random pepole and not from there government 
shows how much you care for our pepole.im sitting here thinking how just how can this happen 
to our pepole our wildlife .and also all your numbers for the cap on floorplan irrigation is a 
sham.im disgusted in the farmers and the council's and the government who has aloud this to get 
so disgusting .and In Griffith the MND is 7 times higher then national average if that doesn't 
ring alarms that it's doing sever damage are you going to wait for the hole area to contamination 
then move on to another place to wreck it as well and that river becomes the main source of 
drinking water when low and you expect them to use it it's full of blue and green algie and have 
you seen all the fish death in the waters unbelievable I had to see it to believe it that's how 
disgusting it is something needs to change I'm not a water expert but open your eyes it's obvious 
if a stupid person like myself can see the cause of the problem why you as a big government who 
are ment to look at for our pepole of Australia .terrible job why do you get payed legit why to 
wreck our environment seem like it .SAY NO TO NATIONAL PARTY JUST LIKE DRUGS 
THERE BAD FOR YOU . 


